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**Objective:** Improving the health of European citizens and increasing the competitiveness and boosting the innovative capacity of European health-related industries and businesses, while addressing global health issues including emerging epidemics. Emphasis will be put on translational research (translation of basic discoveries into clinical applications including scientific validation of experimental results), the development and validation of new therapies, methods for health promotion and prevention, including promotion of child health, healthy ageing, diagnostic tools and medical technologies, as well as sustainable and efficient healthcare systems.

I CONTEXT

Innovation Union aspects

The Innovation Union initiative underlines that research and innovation are key drivers of competitiveness, jobs, sustainable growth and social progress. The work programme 2012 has been designed to support the implementation of the Innovation Union Initiative and in particular to bring together research and innovation to address major challenges.

The work programme can contribute to the innovation objective in two ways, and constitutes a significant change to the approach in earlier work programmes:

1/ By supporting more topics aimed at generating knowledge to deliver new and more innovative products, processes and services. This will include pilot, demonstration and validation activities.

The focus on innovation will be reflected in the description of the objectives and scope of the specific topics, as well as in the expected impact statements. The innovation dimension of the proposals will be evaluated under the evaluation criterion 'Impact'.

2/ By identifying and addressing exploitation issues, like capabilities for innovation and dissemination, and by enhancing the use of the generated knowledge (protection of intellectual property rights like patenting, preparing standards, etc.).

Information on the Risk-Sharing Finance Facility (RSFF), an innovative financial instrument under FP7, is available online. The Commission will respond to further needs of potential beneficiaries for information on the RSFF (by, e.g., awareness-raising activities in conjunction with the European Investment Bank, participation to thematic events).

Approach for 2012

The Theme Health is aligned with the fundamental objectives of EU research policies: improving the health of European citizen and increasing competitiveness of European health-related industries and services, as well as addressing the socio-economic dimension of health care and global health issues.

With a view to achieve the EU 2020 objective of a smart, sustainable and inclusive growth, the Commission launched the European Innovation Partnership on active and healthy ageing. Its aims should be, by 2020, to enable citizens to live longer independently in good health by
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increasing the average number of healthy life years by 2 and, in achieving this target, to improve the sustainability and efficiency of our social and healthcare systems, and to create an EU and global market for innovative products and services with new opportunities for EU businesses2.

Major policy initiatives, including the European Research Area (ERA), and the state of play regarding scientific opportunities and healthcare needs played an important role in the development of the work programme. The work programme has strengthened priorities and thus will contribute to putting knowledge into practice and enhance the socio-economic impact of research following the Europe 2020 strategy3 with more industry-driven applied research and therefore contribute to achieving the research and innovation goals inherent to establishing a European innovation economy. This work programme will also continue "to secure world excellence in basic research" (Barroso, 20094) through large-scale collaborative research efforts.

The 2012 work programme places a strong emphasis on the participation of small and medium enterprises (SMEs) in most research areas with a major focus on the medical technologies sector. In this way it will provide research support to complement the activities of the pilot innovation partnership on active and healthy ageing which may, inter alia, focus on the removal of barriers to innovation in this sector. The work programme also consolidates the major effort initiated in 2011 to stimulate innovative ideas for research and SME participation via broad, bottom-up topics to be implemented through two-stage submission and evaluation procedure. Such activities are also envisioned to complement the ongoing public-private partnership with the pharmaceutical industry, the Innovative Medicine Initiative (IMI566). Overall this work programme will continue to support top quality collaborative research that meets the stringent criteria of scientific excellence, professional management of public funding and high socio-economic impact.

For projects whose results are nearing market introduction, standardisation is often a key enabler for interoperability: ensure product quality, open markets and free trade and thereby building consumer confidence. Standardisation can help to foster access to the market of innovative solutions and thus help ensure the practical application of research results. As such, projects could strengthen future innovation in their projects by considering the inclusion of pre- and co-normative research tasks and the integration of standardisation organisations to support standardisation.

**Key Challenges**

The Health work programme 2012 is prioritisation several health issues, as this allows the mobilisation of a critical mass of resources and the implementation of a coherent set of actions, to ensure greater effectiveness, impact and visibility. A number of complementing

---

2 Communication from the commission to the European parliament, the council, the European economic and social committee and the committee of the regions, Europe 2020 Flagship Initiative, Innovation Union; SEC(2010) 1161


4 Political Guidelines for the New Commission, J.M. Barroso, 2009

5 IMI: the Innovative Medicines Initiative, a public-private partnership between the European Commission and the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Association (EFPIA)

6 COUNCIL REGULATION (EC) No 73/2008 of 20 December 2007 setting up the Joint Undertaking for the implementation of the Joint Technology Initiative on Innovative Medicines
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areas will be open, although not as priorities, as most of them are mainly to support one of the challenges, either research or overarching challenges including the realisation of the Innovation Union flagship initiative 8 “active and healthy ageing”. The research priorities for 2012 will be ageing, including health systems, medical technologies and rare diseases complemented by other areas like developing personalised medicines approaches, improving availability of organs for replacement; gaining a better understanding of ageing; tackling chronic diseases linked to ageing; adapting healthcare systems to meet specific needs.

The 2012 priorities are closely interlinked. For instance, medical technologies are expected to contribute substantially to facilitate active and healthy ageing and could thus form a contribution of Theme Health to the European Innovation Partnership (EIP) initiative, as well as fulfilling the specific programme. Furthermore, such topics offer an excellent opportunity for the participation of SMEs, thereby addressing the socio-economic challenge of innovation.

Innovation dimension of the activities

- **Active and healthy ageing**: Theme Health will contribute to the realisation of the “active and healthy ageing innovation partnership” with the strategic aim of contributing to the Europe 2020 objectives of inclusion, sustainability and growth. More specifically it will promote and enable EU citizens to lead healthy, active and independent lives until old age; contribute to ensuring the sustainability and efficiency of social and healthcare systems; and contributing to the creation of a European and global market for innovative products and services related to healthy and active ageing. Theme Health will make a major contribution with ageing-related research to a longer healthy period at old age supported by 11 topics related to medical technologies for different purposes, e.g. detection, diagnosis & monitoring 9, innovative therapies 10, large scale data gathering 11, systems biology 12, human development and ageing 13, chronic diseases 14, health care systems 15 and support actions 16. In addition clinical trials may also contribute, if they include elderly people.

---

8 Communication from the commission to the European parliament, the council, the European economic and social committee and the committee of the regions, Europe 2020 Flagship Initiative, Innovation Union; SEC(2010) 1161

9 HEALTH.2012.1.2-1: Development of technologies with a view to patient group stratification for personalised medicine applications

10 HEALTH.2012.1.4-3: Innovative Strategies for translation of stem cell based therapies in regenerative medicine

11 HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-2: Validation of -omics-based biomarkers for diseases affecting the elderly

12 HEALTH.2012.2.1.2-1: Systems medicine: SME-driven research; HEALTH.2012.2.1.2-2: Applying systems biology approaches for understanding co-morbidities; HEALTH.2012.2.1.2-3: Preparing for the future research and innovation activities in systems medicine

13 HEALTH.2012.2.2.2-1: Integrative systems biology and comparative genomics for studying human ageing and/or most common age-related diseases; HEALTH.2012.2.2.2-2: Investigator-driven clinical trials for optimisation of management of elderly patients with multiple diseases

14 HEALTH.2012.2.4.5-1: Technological approaches to combating sensory impairments; HEALTH.2012.2.4.5-2: Biomarkers and diagnostics for chronic inflammatory diseases of the joints and/or digestive system

15 HEALTH.2012.3.2-1: Improving the organisation of health service delivery; HEALTH.2012.3.2-2: New methodologies for health technology assessment; HEALTH.2012.3.2-3: Social innovation for ageing research.
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• **SME-relevant research:** Promoting innovation by strengthening the links between academia and industry is the driving force of this work programme. Broad, SME-targeted topics (at almost 50% of all topics) are set out in areas of great interest to SMEs, such as medical technologies, and where, for each project, a minimum of 15%, 30% or 50% of EU funding must go to SMEs. SMEs are encouraged via specific conditions for several topics to take a leading role in projects to foster innovation in health research.

• **Medical technologies** with a focus on organ transplantation and artificial organs, diagnostics for infectious diseases, management of diabetes, sensory impairment, chronic inflammatory disease and health technology assessments.

• **Rare diseases** including the development of new technology for diagnosis and treatment, as well as drug development: In this area, a major effort is envisaged, both in using “-omics” technologies to achieve better diagnosis and treatment. There will also be a major push for pre-clinical or clinical development of orphan drugs, as well as observational trials.

• **Specific support for clinical trials:** In 2012, also investigator-driven clinical trials will be foreseen for optimisation of treatment in the elderly, on paediatric/adolescent diabetes medicines and on orphan drugs (treatments for rare diseases).

• **Dissemination actions:** The health market is highly fragmented in Europe, with different public health policies in Member States. To sustain the competitiveness of the health sector, it is necessary to improve the framework conditions for business to innovate: creating the single EU Patent and a specialised Patent Court, harmonising the regulatory framework, improving access of SMEs to Intellectual Property Protection. Therefore in 2012 training actions linked to intellectual property rights management and knowledge transfer are foreseen. A complementary action will emphasis the creation of a network to encourage knowledge transfer activity in FP-funded research to address the innovation lifecycle.

Open Access in FP7: Beneficiaries funded partially or entirely by the Cooperation Programme under the Health Theme are required to deposit peer-reviewed articles resulting from projects to an institutional or subject-based repository, and to make their best efforts to ensure open access to these articles within six months.

**International Cooperation**

The strategy for international cooperation in Theme Health is many fold: tackling global challenges, such as addressing diseases of poverty, including neglected diseases; improving the competitiveness and innovation of the European science base and industry through global cooperation; supporting external relations of the EU, noting that health issues, including health research are shared between all countries, rich and poor. Special efforts will be made by programme level collaborations in rare diseases with the US and probably with other European and international partners, and in innovative therapies with Australia. Specific actions in the area of poverty related diseases and public health are foreseen with developing countries in order to contribute to achieving the Millennium Development Goals.

16 HEALTH.2012.4.1-5: Preparing the future for health research and innovation
17 Europe 2020 Innovation Partnerships
All topics under the FP7-HEALTH-2012-NNOVATION-1 call are open for the participation of international partners from third countries. In recognition of the opening of NIH\textsuperscript{19} programmes to European researchers, participants established in the United States of America are eligible for funding and participation in all topics under the FP7-HEALTH-2012-NNOVATION-1 call.

Cross-thematic approaches

Theme Health contributes with a number of topics to the European Innovation Partnership initiative (EIP) "active and healthy ageing". The research part of this EIP will be established by Theme Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), Health, Food, Agriculture, Fisheries and Biotechnology (KBBE) and Socio-economics Sciences and the Humanities (SSH). Furthermore Theme Health is complemented by several topics from ICT, KBBE and Nanosciences, nanotechnologies, Materials and new Production technologies (NMP).

Theme specific information

With regard to submission, evaluation and selection procedures a major simplification is foreseen for implementing the Health work programme 2012: to use the two-stage submission and evaluation procedure (with the exception of an ERA-Net topic). The implementation will be via two two-stage calls: FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION as main call with broader topics of which many are tailored for SME participation (bottom-up with a minimum percentage of EU funding requested going to SMEs) and FP7-HEALTH-2012-SMEs-FOR-INNOVATION as a pilot call with very specific conditions (see section III of this document).

In general, applicants are reminded that the minimum number of applicants in most funding schemes (except SICA and SA) is 3 (see section III implementation); however there is no obligation to go beyond this number unless additional partners are needed to achieve the objectives of the project. Likewise the duration of the project should be in line with the realistic planning of the project and so it can be quite short (e.g.: 1-2 years), or adequately long to achieve the goals of the project and the size of the EU contribution to the budget should also be in line with the needs of the consortia, within the maximum EU contribution, but not necessarily at it.

- **Ethical issues:** It is particularly important that applicants address the potential ethical issues of their proposals, both in the proposed methodology and the possible implications of the results. The specific requirements for addressing ethical issues\textsuperscript{20} are described in the Guide for Applicants (Annex 4, section 4). The differences of gender/sex in research (risk factors, biological mechanisms, causes, clinical features, consequences and treatment of diseases and disorders) must be considered where appropriate.

- **Use of animals in research:** Research activities should take into account the Protocol on the Protection and Welfare of Animals, and reduce the use of animals in research and testing (Decision 1982/2006/EC). The principle of the three Rs (Reduction, Refinement and Replacement) should be applied where appropriate in all research funded by the European Union.

- **Gender dimension:** The pursuit of scientific knowledge and its technical application towards society requires the talent, perspectives and insight that can only be assured by

\textsuperscript{19} National Institutes of Health of the US Department of Health and Human Services

\textsuperscript{20} http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/ethics_en.html
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increasing diversity in the research workforce. Therefore, all projects are encouraged to have a balanced participation of women and men in their research activities and to raise awareness on combating gender prejudices and stereotypes. When human beings are involved as users, gender differences may exist. These will be addressed as an integral part of the research to ensure the highest level of scientific quality. In addition, specific actions to promote gender equality in research can be financed as part of the proposal, as specified in Appendix 7 of the Negotiation Guidance Notes\textsuperscript{21}.

- **Socio-economic dimension of research:** Where relevant, account should be taken of possible socio-economic impacts of research, including its intended and unintended consequences and the inherent risks and opportunities. A sound understanding of this issue should be demonstrated both at the level of research design and research management. In this context, where appropriate. Research Actions and Coordination and Support Actions should ensure engagement of relevant stakeholders (e.g., patients' organisations, civil society organisations, policy-makers, user groups) as well as cultivate a multi-disciplinary approach (including, where relevant researchers from social sciences and humanities) and social innovation. Projects raising ethical or security concerns are also encouraged to pay attention to wider public outreach.

- **Funding schemes:** The work programme 2012 is implemented through a range of funding schemes. The types of the grants to be used for the various funding schemes are described in section III and the guides for applicants. For each funding scheme there are upper limits on the requested EU contribution (see topic descriptions in section II and conditions in section III for details). \textbf{It is important to note that funding limits will be applied as eligibility criteria. Proposals that do not respect this limit will be considered ineligible.}

- **Statistics in health research:** Appropriate study design, data processing and statistical analysis of results are important for the quality and efficiency of the science and reliability of conclusions, and hence also ethically. Therefore, whenever applicable, the proposal should explain them. This may for example include description of experimental plan and data gathering, method for uncertainty or measurement error estimation, statistical analysis of data and methods of inference (e.g. statistical tests and p-values to be used, accounting for multiple comparisons or small sample size, dealing with missing or noisy data), statistical power analysis and estimate (justification) of the number of needed animals or human subjects. If these are not applicable or not justified, the proposal should briefly explain it.

- **Innovative clinical trials\textsuperscript{22} to verify safety and efficacy:** Specific actions under clinical trials will have a major European added value in translating research into clinical practice, increasing therapeutic options for patients, stimulating the implementation of best practices in all Member States (MS) and in establishing the basis for a coherent programme addressing the issue of personalised medicine and improved therapeutic outcomes. Currently, the majority of clinical trials are performed by health-related industries during the development of novel products such as new pharmaceuticals. Nevertheless, clinical trials initiated by academic investigators are of high relevance for public health. This work programme lists several topics for clinical trials, most being

\textsuperscript{22} http://ec.europa.eu/health/human-use/clinical-trials/index_en.htm
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investigator-driven clinical trials. The aim is to strengthen clinical research in Europe in a number of areas with unmet medical needs.

Topics for clinical trials can be found in a number of areas of the work programme including innovative therapies, human development and ageing, diabetes, and rare diseases.

As no minimum or maximum duration for projects to be funded under FP7 is foreseen, applicants should properly evaluate the time needed to conclude their study, including relatively short durations, such as 1-3 years, when deemed appropriate; unnecessary addition of participants to projects or inappropriate study duration will be penalised in the evaluation process. As for all FP7 projects, evolution of consortia is in principle possible. However, no additional funding can be made available during the implementation of a project; major changes that cannot be peer reviewed are discouraged, as the fact that the original proposal was evaluated and selected by the experts needs to be considered.

The early involvement of patients and their advocacy groups in the planning, implementation, and monitoring of a clinical trial is considered important so that patients' needs are appropriately considered. This may also increase the rate of enrolment of trial participants and can have a positive effect on the performance of the clinical trial. All studies must carefully consider the ethical and regulatory framework at European and national level for the conduct of clinical trials.

Clinical trials can be carried out internally by a participant or outsourced to a third party (subcontract).

1) When carried out internally:

- the participant may either charge his actual costs of the trials; or
- where it is difficult to substantiate each of the actual costs involved for each individual test, the participant may opt to charge an average cost per patient or test or type of test, calculated with a methodology based on its actual costs and that is auditable.

2) The participant may also propose to outsource the performance of the clinical trials to a third party:

- either on a commercial basis by means of a subcontract, for which a price is agreed upon by the participant and the third party.
- or on a cost basis, on a non-commercial basis, that is where the third party charges only its costs to the participant who reimburses them fully and is in turn reimbursed by the Commission according to the applicable funding rate.

Participants are reminded that it is up to them to demonstrate that their choice of a third party secures the best value for money, for example by providing the various offers requested, or, if a long term-cooperation with that third party to carry out such tests pre-exists, to demonstrate its added value.

Participants that are public bodies are reminded that the selection of such a third party has to follow their internal rules and applicable legislation, in particular those related to public procurement, as a matter of eligibility.

http://www.eu-patient.eu/Initatives-Policy/Projects/ValuePlus/
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II CONTENT OF CALLS

1. BIOTECHNOLOGY, GENERIC TOOLS AND MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIES FOR HUMAN HEALTH

This activity aims at developing and validating the necessary tools and technologies that will enable the production of new knowledge and its translation into practical applications in the area of health and medicine.

1.1 HIGH-THROUGHPUT RESEARCH

Closed in 2012

1.2 DETECTION, DIAGNOSIS AND MONITORING

The objectives are to develop visualisation, imaging, detection and analytical tools and technologies for biomedical research, for prediction, diagnosis, monitoring and prognosis of diseases, and for support and guidance of therapeutic interventions. The focus will be on a multidisciplinary approach integrating areas such as: molecular and cellular biology, physiology, genetics, physics, chemistry, biomedical engineering, nanotechnologies, microsystems, devices and information technologies. Non- or minimally-invasive and quantitative methods and quality assurance aspects will be emphasised.

For this call for proposals, the focus will be on the development of detection diagnosis and monitoring technologies for personalised medicine applications.

Note: For the topic listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).

HEALTH.2012.1.2-1: Development of technologies with a view to patient group stratification for personalised medicine applications. The aim of this topic is to support research and development and/or proof of principle of technologies for application in the area of personalised medicine, i.e. tailored medical interventions which are more effective and have fewer undesirable adverse effects in specifically defined patient groups. These technologies should be of use for research, screening, diagnostics and/or guidance of therapeutic interventions. The projects must include quality control aspects for data generated and where appropriate use statistical tools. Potential end-users should actively be included in the project, at least for proof of principle projects.

Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: SME-targeted Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

One or more proposals can be selected.

---

The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP “active and healthy ageing”.
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Expected impact: The development of new and improved tools and technologies should contribute to enabling the uptake of personalised medicine into clinical practice and support the competitiveness of Europe in this area. The projects are expected to advance research in personalised medicine and have an impact in the relevant industry (in particular for SMEs).

Specific feature: SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The projects will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

Additional eligibility criteria:
The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is 30% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

1.3 SUITABILITY, SAFETY, EFFICACY OF THERAPIES

Closed in 2012

1.4 INNOVATIVE THERAPEUTIC APPROACHES AND INTERVENTIONS

For this call for proposals, the main focus is on transplantation, with subsidiary topics on international cooperation in stem cell research and targeted nucleic acid delivery. Topics are drafted in broad terms to encourage innovation.

Organ transplantation is the only available treatment for a variety of life-threatening diseases and conditions. The demand for organs is increasing while the supply becomes more and more critical. Research for improved transplantation techniques and for a better immune tolerance with less side effects and longer organ survival is urgently needed. To meet the challenges of solid organ transplantation the first topic focuses on clinical trials of promising recent research.

A second topic on transplantation takes a more technological approach and focuses on medical technology for the transplantation sector, considering both solid organs and cells and tissues. It also includes possibilities to work on bioartificial organs; these have the function of solid organs and can substitute them but exploit living, cultured cells as their active component.

The topic on international cooperation involves Australia and presents an opportunity for European stem cell researchers to interact with a wider scientific community.

An innovative therapeutic approach in this work programme concerns nucleic acid transfer. The use of nucleic acids provides the basis of powerful therapeutic or prophylactic applications in vaccination, gene transfer, immunomodulation or RNA interference.

Note: For the topics in this area, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).
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HEALTH.2012.1.4-1: Innovative approaches to solid organ transplantation. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The aim of this topic is the practical exploitation of recent research findings to improve the outcome, increase efficiency or widen the scope of solid organ transplantation. Projects are required to include clinical work and the necessary regulatory work as appropriate. Full attention needs to be paid to safety and immunological aspects of the work. Research should be translational, and may include improvement of understanding of mode of action if needed. For projects on xenotransplantation, if the work is not yet ready for clinical application, proposals should include a reasoned plan indicating the main development and regulatory steps needed to move the technology to the clinic. Research should involve European industry, in particular the SME sector. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

One or more proposals can be selected.

Expected impact: Results should lead to improved treatment outcome for transplantation patients, better understanding of mode of action of treatments or potential treatments and be of use to the industrial, especially SME, sector.

Additional eligibility criteria:

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is 15% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

HEALTH.2012.1.4-2: Medical technology for transplantation and bioartificial organs. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-2. Work on transplantation may involve the use of cells, tissues or organs. Work on bioartificial organs should take into account the fact that these are composed of both biological and artificial components.

Funding scheme: Collaborative project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

One or more proposals can be selected.

Expected impact: Results should lead to development of new tools, technologies or devices for use in transplantation and for replacing essential organ function by bioartificial organs.

Specific feature:

- Specific SME innovation initiative designed to encourage stronger SME efforts towards research and innovation.
- SMEs will need to have a leading role in the project.
- Applicants invited to present a full proposal for stage 2 are requested to submit a detailed exploitation plan clearly describing the valorisation of the technology to be developed.

25 Please consult also the text for clinical trials provided in the introduction to activity 2. Translating research for human health in this work programme on pages 9/10
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• Expected project results should be of clear interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

Additional eligibility criteria:
The requested EU contribution per project should depend on the needs of the project and shall not exceed a maximum of EUR 6 000 000.
The proposed project duration indicated in the proposal should be up to 3 years.
Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution to SME(s) is 50% or more of the total estimated EU contribution to the whole project. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.
The financial viability of all partners in projects needs to fulfil the Commission requirements. This will be checked at the stage 2 evaluation.
Number of participants: minimum 3 up to maximum 5, established in at least three different EU Member States or Associated Countries.
Participation is restricted to entities established in EU Member States and Associated Countries. Any project activity must be performed by an entity in the EU Member States or Associated Countries (see also section III). SME(s) need to be 1) at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more individuals who are citizens of one of the EU Member States or Associated Countries or permanent residents in one of those countries, or 2) at least 51% owned and controlled by another business concern that is itself at least 51% owned and controlled by individuals who are citizens of, or permanent residents in those countries.

HEALTH.2012.1.4-3: Innovative Strategies for translation of stem cell based therapies in regenerative medicine (European Union-Australia cooperation)

Projects should aim to develop innovative strategies to stem cell-based therapies based on allogeneic and/or autologous sources, with an emphasis on understanding the mechanisms of action, nature of the donor cells, and the host response. Proposals should include thorough characterisation, quality control of the product(s), efficacy and safety in relevant pre-clinical models and, if possible, early assessment in humans or relevant bridging studies. The selected project should capitalise on the strong expertise and synergistic opportunities available in Australia and Europe in the fields of stem cell biology, cell-host interactions, and bioengineering, bio-processing and clinical trial management. Therapeutic products and clinical protocols should be developed through collaboration with industry partners and in consultation with appropriate regulatory bodies and health economic advisors. Part of the research project will be conducted by Australian researchers in Australia while the other part would be conducted by collaborative partners in the EU. The work carried out in Australia would be funded through the NHMRC European Union Collaborative Research Grants scheme. With regard to the EU funded part of the project, it should follow a two-phase process, including a mid-term review at 3 years. For the second phase of the

26 The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP “active and healthy ageing”.

WARNING: This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/
project, success must be proven as defined by approval of a regulatory filing of an Investigational Medicinal Product Dossier (IMPD) with the European Medicines Agency (EMA). Industrial participation is required. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria. 

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project) 

**Only up to one proposal can be selected.** 

**Expected impact:** The main impact of this research should be the extent to which new, innovative therapeutic approaches for these diseases can be tested in relevant preclinical models or humans. The project is expected to lead to closer cooperation between the EU and Australia in the stem cell research field. 

**Specific feature:** Programme Level Cooperation between the EU and Australia: Although each proposal shall be submitted as single, common application, the National Health and Medical Research Council will only support the Australian partners, if approved, on grants. Other partners can request funding from the EU. The proposal shall though be complete and detail the activities of all partners, including the full financing requirements but not requesting EU funding for the Australian partners. Details of submission dates for Australian researchers will be provided through the NHMRC website. 

**Additional eligibility criteria:** 

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000. Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is 15% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the EU grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded. 

**HEALTH.2012.1.4-4: Targeted nucleic acid delivery as an innovative therapeutic or prophylactic approach**\(^{28}\). FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The aim of this research is to exploit technology for nucleic acid delivery through testing in clinical trials carried out within the lifetime of the project. Recent innovative developments in DNA and/or RNA vaccination, immunotherapy, gene therapy or RNA interference are very encouraging but remain challenging and more proof-of-principle is needed. Any justified disease or disorder may be targeted. Detailed safety, immunogenicity, toxicity and feasibility studies in a preclinical setup (animal models) should preferably be already available. The necessary regulatory work should be included as appropriate. Proposals should develop multidisciplinary and translational research with potential for exploitation by the clinical and/or industrial sectors. Active participation by industry (minimum 30% of the EU contribution to the budget) is required and this will be considered in the evaluation of the proposal. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria. 

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative project (small or medium-scale focused research project) 

**One or more proposals can be selected.** 

**Expected impact:** Building on recent results the projects should link promising emerging technologies with clinical application in the area of nucleic acid delivery for prophylactic or 

\(^{28}\) Please consult also the text for clinical trials provided in the introduction to activity 2. Translating research for human health in this work programme on pages 9/10
therapeutic purposes. This would enhance European expertise and competitiveness in an important emerging market. Research will also support the European biotechnology industry, especially the SME sector.

**Additional eligibility criteria:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to **industry including SME(s)** is 30% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.
2. TRANSLATING RESEARCH FOR HUMAN HEALTH

This activity aims at increasing knowledge of biological processes and mechanisms involved in normal health and in specific disease situations, to transpose this knowledge into clinical applications including disease control and treatment, and to ensure that clinical (including epidemiological) data guide further research.

2.1 INTEGRATING BIOLOGICAL DATA AND PROCESSES: LARGE-SCALE DATA GATHERING, SYSTEMS BIOLOGY

2.1.1 Large-scale data gathering

The objective of this area is to use high-throughput technologies to generate data for elucidating the function of genes and gene products in biological processes.

In the post-genome era the -omics technologies (genomics, proteomics, structural biology, epigenomics, interactomics, metabolomics, pharmacogenomics, etc.) enable new innovative approaches in diagnosis, drug development, and individualised therapy. The selected projects will set up the necessary data resource and technological platforms for developing novel approaches for diagnostic and treatment of diseases, including rare diseases.

The integration of data-dense information from the different -omics platforms at the individual and population levels is an essential step to reap the benefits of -omics technologies for healthcare.

For this call for proposals, topics focus on the clinical use of -omics approaches and the analysis of their outcomes. The first topic (with three sub-topics) aims at fostering a structured approach for exploring the clinical utility of -omics for rare diseases in view of developing better diagnosis and ultimately, treatments. The second topic will be dedicated to the validation of -omics-based biomarkers for diseases affecting the elderly. The third topic will address the need for statistical methods for the collection and analysis of -omics data.

Note: For the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see respective call fiche in section III).

2.1.1-1 –Oomics for rare diseases

Projects funded under this heading should contribute towards the ambitious 2020 goals of the International Rare Diseases Research Consortium (IRDiRC): 200 new therapies for rare diseases (orphan drugs) and diagnostics tests for all rare diseases. The present call focuses on the construction of a solid foundation for the molecular characterisation of rare diseases by a systematic application of -omics approaches and technologies. A key success factor will be the establishment and/or harmonisation of databases and bio-resources, including standardisation and quality control aspects, of the data and samples collected. Where appropriate the selected projects will build on the European research infrastructures for biobanking and -omics technologies.

29 Web reference to IRDiRC documents, will be added by the end of June

WARNING: This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/
This sub-area will be implemented via three topics: One support action (duration: six years), one collaborative project as a large-scale integrating project (duration: six years) and up to two collaborative projects, as large-scale integrating projects (duration: up to five years) can be funded.

**Expected impact:** These projects are expected to provide better means for ensuring the correct diagnosis and treatment of rare diseases for which currently there is no or unsatisfactory diagnosis and/or treatment available. The projects should contribute to the International Rare Disease Research Consortium (IRDiRC) goals.

**Specific feature:** Each proposal submitted to one of the topics within this sub-area has to clearly describe the interconnections and interfaces with the other topics under this sub-area, and has to indicate a clear commitment to work with the other projects to be selected. This will be taken into consideration under the first criterion during evaluation. This is essential in order to optimise the co-operation between projects and to ensure the optimum of synergies. The partners in all projects selected for funding should adhere to IRDiRC policies\(^30\).

**HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-A: Support for international rare disease research. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1.** The support action should:

- provide the organisational support to the implementation of the international rare disease research consortium (IRDiRC), in close collaboration with the European Commission, research funding agencies from Member States and from other third countries involved.
- assist the IRDiRC executive committee, notably for the organisation of and reporting on meetings (e.g. ad hoc meetings of working groups),
- support information exchange among members of the participating organisations in projects funded under HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-B and HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-C, as well as with other IRDiRC members and research initiatives,
- communicate progress of IRDiRC research, notably results stemming from projects funded under HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-B and HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-C, and activities with relevant stakeholders groups and with the public at large (e.g. development of website, communication materials, etc.).

**Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Coordination and Support Action (supporting action)

**Only up to one proposal can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Reinforced international cooperation in research on rare diseases, through the development of policies and guidelines aimed at accelerating such research. The project should contribute to the International Rare Disease Research Consortium (IRDiRC) goals.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**
The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 2 000 000

---

\(^30\) To be published on the Health web site following IRDiRC meeting in Washington in April

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-B: Clinical utility of -omics for better diagnosis of rare diseases. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The projects will in a systematic way apply -omics approaches and technologies for the molecular characterisation of a large group or category of rare diseases in view of development of new diagnostics and treatments. Applying -omics approaches in the chosen group of rare diseases should help understanding the clinical heterogeneity of certain individual rare diseases, as well as help revealing pathophysiological commonalities between clinically disparate rare diseases. Collaboration between clinicians and -omics scientists will hence be vital for improving the interpretation of clinical data and in particular the definition of harmonised ontologies. In addition, appropriate \textit{in silico}, \textit{in vitro} and/or \textit{in vivo} models should be used with the aim to support future clinical trials. The project should include:

- deep phenotyping of patients, including use of -omics technologies for better understanding of disease allowing the development of novel diagnostic tools and treatments;
- development of the relevant technologies for utilisation in a clinical setting for diagnostic or screening purposes; appropriate quality control, standardisation and statistical treatment of data must be addressed; reference -omics profiles of diseases should be established, to set or confirm a diagnosis;
- development of appropriate \textit{in silico}, \textit{in vitro} and/or \textit{in vivo} models for development of appropriate preventive or therapeutic personalised interventions.

The establishment and/or harmonisation of databases and bio-resources (including standardisation and quality control aspects) must be done through collaboration with the project funded by topic HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-C. The project is expected to have appropriate plans to engage with relevant stakeholders, such as patient organisations and regulatory bodies, and a clear plan for the project-long inter-relation with the other topics under this sub-area. \textbf{Note:} Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

\textbf{Funding scheme:} Collaborative Project (large-scale integrating research project)

\textbf{Up to two proposals can be selected.}

\textbf{Expected impact:} These projects are expected to provide better and faster means for the correct diagnosis and treatment of rare diseases for which there is no or unsatisfactory diagnosis and/or treatment available. The projects should contribute to the International Rare Disease Research Consortium (IRDiRC) goals.

\textbf{Additional eligibility criterion:}

The \textbf{requested EU contribution} per project shall not exceed EUR 12 000 000.

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to \textit{industry including SME(s)} is 30\% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. \textit{This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement.} Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-C: Databases, biobanks and 'clinical bio-informatics' hub for rare diseases. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. Information from the different -omics platforms needs to be integrated with clinical data in order to support the development of reference omics profiles for rare diseases. This project aims at developing an integrated platform supporting the collection and storage of -omics and clinical data, and samples...
collected through projects funded under HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-1-B and from other relevant projects supporting IRDiRC objectives. The platform will provide a user-friendly access to reference profiles and their corresponding biological resources, of high value for timely and accurate diagnosis. Focus must be put on the harmonisation, standardisation and quality control aspects of collected data and samples (i.e. development of standard operating procedures, etc.). Wherever feasible, activities should build on already existing databases and biobanks; their integration needs to be part of this project. The project will contribute to IRDiRC policies and guidelines and ensure their implementation in European projects contributing to IRDiRC. The project is expected to have appropriate plans to engage with relevant stakeholders, such as patient organisations and regulatory bodies, and a clear plan for the project-long inter-relation with projects selected under the other topics under this sub-area. 

**Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (large-scale integrating research project)

**Only up to one proposal can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** A centralised access to reference -omics profiles of diseases, based on standardised and validated data and sample collection, and on the integration of databases and bio-banks.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 12 000 000

**HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-2: Validation of -omics-based biomarkers for diseases affecting the elderly. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1.** This topic as a whole contributes to the EIP “active and healthy ageing”. The projects should aim at clinical validation of already identified -omics-based potential biomarkers for age-related diseases or disorders affecting the elderly. The biomarkers should be potentially usable indicators for at least one of the following: prediction, diagnosis, prognosis or response to therapy. The validity should be demonstrated with existing or new studies involving human subjects. The clinical validation should show the extent to which the biomarker correlates with the disease and should be measured by sensitivity, specificity, and predictive power. The projects must take into account the use of appropriate statistical models and well as include quality control aspects for data generated. 

**Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** SME-targeted Collaborative Project (large-scale integrating research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** The research should lead to validated biomarkers in clinical settings allowing diagnosis, prognosis, patient stratification or treatment monitoring of diseases with relevance to the ageing population. The projects should bring benefits to patients and support the competitiveness of the European industry (in particular SMEs).

**Specific feature:** SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The projects will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
Additional eligibility criteria:

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 12 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is 30% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

HEALTH.2012.2.1.1-3: Statistical methods for collection and analysis of -omics data.

FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The objective is to improve or develop new statistical methods and tools for an appropriate and accurate analysis of -omics data to better understand the results and use them more efficiently. The project may focus on a specific data type, such as genomics or proteomics, or target a particular class of analyses. Planning of experiments (e.g. through -omics-specific optimal statistical testing approaches), data gathering (including how to deal with missing or 'dirty data') and the problem of meta-analyses (to exploit limited availability and individually insufficiently powered studies) should also be considered. Clinical trials per se are explicitly excluded. The project should also include appropriate training and dissemination activities to increase awareness of current best practices and facilitate the rapid uptake by the scientific community and the industry. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: SME-targeted Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

One or more proposals can be selected.

Expected impact: New and improved statistical tools allowing better use, analysis and interpretation of large scale, multivariate and/or small-sample -omics data and better experimental design. The new methods should meet the scientific needs and have the potential for rapid uptake in practice.

Specific feature: SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The projects will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

Additional eligibility criteria:

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is 15% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

2.1.2 Systems biology

The focus of this area is to apply multidisciplinary research that will integrate a wide variety of biological data and will develop and apply system approaches to understand and model biological processes in all relevant organisms and at all levels of organisation.

WARNING: This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/
For this call for proposals, topics focus on multidisciplinary research that will integrate a wide variety of biological, medical and clinical data and will develop and apply systems biology approaches to understand and model complex human diseases. A major goal of this call is to stimulate systems biology approaches for medical and clinical applications and therefore to establish the basis for systems medicine.

Note: For the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see respective call fiche in section III).

HEALTH.2012.2.1.2-1: Systems medicine: SME-driven research applying systems biology approaches to address medical and clinical needs. Research should focus on the development, improvement and application of systems biology approaches to medical/clinical questions; a non-exhaustive list of examples would be:

- Re-design of clinical trials by shortening times and costs
- Re-definition of clinical phenotypes based on molecular and dynamic parameters
- Development of tools for in vivo dynamic and quantitative clinically-relevant measurements at the cellular/tissue/organ level
- Development of combinatorial therapies and/or chronotherapies for complex diseases
- Development of combinatorial biomarkers
- Development of new and/or improvement of existing computational models to meet the needs of bio-medical or clinical research.

Consortia should aim to demonstrate the medical and clinical utility of systems biology approaches as well as the usefulness of their results for exploitation. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: SME-targeted Collaborative Project (small-scale focused research project)

One or more proposals can be selected.

Expected impact: These SME-driven projects are specifically designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. These projects should be centred on the reinforcement of SME’s scientific and technological knowledge and on the development of innovative solutions in the area of systems biology for medical and clinical applications.

Specific feature: SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The projects will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s). In particular, this specific SME-driven topic, aims to encourage small or minimum consortia size, maximum project duration up to 2 years, and a simplified approach to future negotiation and reporting. This type of SME-driven topic is designed to enable significant progress towards proof-of-concept and exploitation of results in the short-medium term.

Additional eligibility criteria:

31 The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP “active and healthy ageing”.

WARNING: This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/
The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 3 000 000

The proposed **project duration** indicated in the proposal should be up to 2 years.

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is 30% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. *This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.*

**HEALTH.2012.2.1.2-2: Systems medicine: Applying systems biology approaches for understanding multifactorial human diseases and their co-morbidities**

Multidisciplinary research that crosses the borders of different disciplines including basic, pre-clinical and clinical research, network analysis and computational modelling, should focus on improving understanding of the pathophysiological mechanisms, prognosis, and diagnosis of multifactorial human diseases and their co-morbidities. The research should be driven by clearly defined clinical need and provide new avenues for disease diagnosis and/or treatment. Active participation of SMEs and patient organisations could lead to an increased impact of the research proposed and this will be considered in the evaluation of the proposal. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (large-scale integrating research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Recent advances in systems biology and network analysis have opened new ways of understanding the pathophysiology of multifactorial diseases. It is of equal importance to address also the clinical needs in cases where several diseases co-occur (co-morbid) in the same patient, and hence the pathology and subsequently the potential treatments become even more complex. Projects are expected to demonstrate the impact of systems biology approaches for delivering new insights into multifactorial human diseases and their co-morbidities.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 12 000 000

**HEALTH.2012.2.1.2-3: Preparing for the future research and innovation activities in systems medicine**

The project should aim to promote and support the networking and coordination of European research activities for systems biology applications to medicine. The focus should be on bringing together different national and European efforts with the aim: (i) to develop a road-map and set-up of research priorities for developing and structuring systems medicine in Europe; (ii) to establish a plan for addressing the educational needs and multidisciplinary training in systems approaches for the next generation of scientists and medical doctors; (iii) to share best practices, information/resources on successful methodological approaches by developing and implementing standardised operational procedures; (iv) to strengthen the innovation activities

---

32 The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP "active and healthy ageing".

33 The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP "active and healthy ageing".

**WARNING: This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates:** [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
such as technology transfer and exploitation; (v) to integrate national efforts in systems medicine. The partnership should include the appropriate stakeholders, such as systems biology scientists, clinicians, programme managers, industry, SMEs, media, in order to have a major impact in the area. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Coordination and Support Action (coordinating action)

**Only up to one proposal can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Building a strategy at the European level and setting out a coordinated approach to promote and integrate research in systems medicine in Europe.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**
The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 3 000 000

---

### 2.2 RESEARCH ON THE BRAIN AND RELATED DISEASES, HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND AGEING

#### 2.2.1 Brain and brain-related diseases

*Closed in 2012*

#### 2.2.2 Human development and ageing

Europe currently has the highest proportion of older people in the world and is expected to maintain this leading position for the next 50 years. This area is in particular contributing to the realisation of the EIP “Active and Healthy Ageing” goals, e.g. living a longer healthier life.

Increase in longevity has not been accompanied by an increase in disease-free life expectancy and research into human development and ageing is indeed among the important cross-cutting issues for the Health programme in FP7. Research on the basic mechanisms of development and ageing is required to improve health and quality of life during the life course through the use of a wide variety of methodologies and tools aimed at better understanding the processes of life-long development and healthy ageing, preventing and curing a series of the most common age-related diseases.

For this call of proposals the focus will be on the use and application of -omics knowledge and tools to gain a clear understanding of the fundamental mechanisms of human ageing and on the detection, monitoring and development of innovative therapeutic tools for age-related diseases as well as the optimisation of treatment for elderly patients. Ageing research is characterised by large-scale, heterogeneous data sets that require strong expertise from molecular biology and medicine, as well as engineering, computer science, mathematics and statistics.

Note: For the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).
HEALTH.2012.2.2.2-1: Integrative systems biology and comparative genomics for studying human ageing and/or most common age-related diseases. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. This topic as a whole contributes to the EIP “Active and Healthy Ageing”. This topic will address the basis of human ageing by studying genes, gene regulation and pathways involved in the process and defining the interactions through which the ageing phenotype develops in normal and/or disease conditions. Research will encompass computational approaches and comparative genomics building on existing data and the use of appropriate models when needed. Depending on the nature of research, tools for diagnostic and prognostic procedures as well as for the monitoring of therapies can also be included. The role of known drug combinations, nutrients, lifestyle and environmental determinants on the whole body over a long period of time will also be considered. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria. 

**Funding scheme:** SME-targeted Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project) 

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Projects are expected to translate knowledge to humans and contribute directly to bio-gerontology. By studying the interactions between genetic, epigenetic and environmental factors, and how these give rise to the ageing phenotype in health and disease, the project(s) should improve the lives of older people. 

**Specific feature:** SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The project will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s). 

**Additional eligibility criteria:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000 

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is at least 30% of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded. 

HEALTH.2012.2.2.2.-2: Investigator-driven clinical trials for optimisation of management of elderly patients with multiple diseases. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. This topic as a whole contributes to the EIP “Active and Healthy Ageing”. The aim of the projects should be the comparison of outcomes of various treatment regimens for those diseases that are most common in elderly populations. Research will focus on drug therapy and other interventions for patients affected by and treated for multiple diseases. Studies should include the evaluation of efficacy and adverse events. Applicants must demonstrate that clinical trials are appropriately powered to produce statistically significant evidence. Gender aspects and differences related to age groups, ethnicity and socio-economic status should be appropriately considered. The clinical trials to be supported must be registered in a publicly accessible clinical trials registry. The applications must consider the relevant governance issues for clinical trials such as good clinical practice and respect of the 

---

34 Please consult also the text for clinical trials provided in the introduction to activity 2. Translating research for human health in this work programme on pages 9/10

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
appropriate international, European and national legislation and guidelines. Patient advocacy groups, which can contribute to the quality, feasibility and impact of clinical trials, should be involved where appropriate. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** SME-targeted Collaborative project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Three main impacts are expected: treatments better suited to the needs of older people, lowering healthcare costs and engaging in the pre-normative setting of geriatric medicines.

**Specific feature:** SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The projects will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

**Additional eligibility criteria:**
The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to **SME(s)** is at least 15% of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. **This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement.** Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

---

### 2.3 TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH IN MAJOR INFECTIOUS DISEASES: TO CONFRONT MAJOR THREATS TO PUBLIC HEALTH

The aim of this area is to confront major threats to public health with emphasis on HIV/AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis, hepatitis, neglected infectious diseases, emerging epidemics and antimicrobial drug resistance, including fungal pathogens.

#### 2.3.0 Cross-cutting

**Note:** For topic **HEALTH.2012.2.3.0-1** applicants will have to follow the rules for **two-stage submission procedure** (see also respective call fiche in section III). For topic **HEALTH.2012.2.3.0-2** applicants will have to follow the rules for **single-stage submission procedure** as set out in the **ERA-NET call in Annex 4 to the work programme**.

---

**HEALTH.2012.2.3.0-1:** Diagnostics for infectious diseases in humans. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-2. This topic covers the development and/or validation of diagnostic tests for infectious diseases with the aim of meeting real clinical and public health needs.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

---

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
**Expected impact:** Projects should deliver new or improved diagnostic tools which will lead to more appropriate patient management in the clinical setting and/or help reducing the spread of infections of global importance.

**Specific feature:**
- Specific SME innovation initiative designed to encourage stronger SME efforts towards research and innovation.
- SMEs will need to have a leading role in the project.
- Applicants invited to present a full proposal for stage 2 are requested to submit a detailed exploitation plan clearly describing the valorisation of the technology to be developed.
- Expected project results should be of clear interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

**Additional eligibility criteria:**
The requested EU contribution per project should depend on the needs of the project and shall not exceed a maximum of EUR 6 000 000.

The proposed project duration indicated in the proposal should be up to 3 years.

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution to SME(s) is 50% or more of the total estimated EU contribution to the whole project. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

The financial viability of all partners in projects needs to fulfil the Commission requirements. This will be checked at the stage 2 evaluation.

**Number of participants:** minimum 3 up to maximum 5, established in at least three different EU Member States or Associated Countries.

**Participation is restricted** to entities established in EU Member States and Associated Countries. Any project activity must be performed by an entity in the EU Member States or Associated Countries (see also section III). SME(s) need to be 1) at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more individuals who are citizens of one of the EU Member States or Associated Countries or permanent residents in one of those countries, or 2) at least 51% owned and controlled by another business concern that is itself at least 51% owned and controlled by individuals who are citizens of, or permanent residents in those countries.

**HEALTH.2012.2.3.0-2: ERA-NET on infectious diseases. FP7-ERANET-2012-RTD**
This action shall further improve the linking, efficient integration and coordination of national/regional programmes for infectious diseases research, building on previous activities in this field. The proposed new ERA-NET could build upon the previous ERA-NET PathoGenoMics and capitalise on its achievements. It should aim to develop new technologies and employ modern genomic approaches to advance our understanding of pathogenic organisms and interactions with their hosts as well as support the development of new tools to combat or prevent infectious diseases. The action should include a strategy for mutual opening of national/regional programmes to the participants and for the implementation of a

---

35 Call fiche: see Annex 4 to the Cooperation work programme
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series of joint transnational calls, as well as activities aimed at fostering the development of infectious diseases research programmes beyond the participating Member States and Associated Countries. Due consideration should be given to increase the number of participants from Member States and Associated Countries. The ERA-NET should complement the potential implementation of Joint Programming Initiatives (JPIs), such as the JPI on antimicrobial resistance.

**Funding scheme:** Coordination and Support Action (coordinating action)

The **EU contribution** available for this topic is limited to a maximum of EUR 2 000 000

**Only up to one proposal can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** This action should deepen and extend the coordination of European research in infectious diseases and be complementary to other European activities in this area. It should provide knowledge of pathogenic organisms and develop tools to combat or prevent infectious diseases.

**Additional eligibility and specific evaluation criteria for an ERA-NET:** Please refer to Annex 4 to the Cooperation work programme.

2.3.1 Anti-microbial drug resistance

*Closed in 2012*

2.3.2 HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis

The focus will be on promoting translational research aiming at bringing basic knowledge through to clinical application in developing new therapies, diagnostic tools and vaccines for HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis. Research efforts will confront the three diseases at global level, but will also address specific European aspects. The objective is to create a European research environment, where highly innovative ideas are conceived and new approaches to prevention, treatment, diagnosis and management of the diseases can be developed.

For this call for proposals, topics focus on co-infection and co-morbidity, as well as on prevention and treatment for HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis.

**Note:** For the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).

**HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis cross-cutting 2012**

**HEALTH.2012.2.3.2-1:** Co-infection of HIV/AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis and/or hepatitis. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The objective of this topic is to support basic, translational and/or clinical research with the aim of improving basic knowledge, disease prevention, therapeutic management and prognosis of patients that are co-infected with two or more of the infectious agents causing AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis or hepatitis. The proposals are expected to address key research questions, such as immunological mechanisms and responses to co-infection, and may include investigator driven clinical trials on prevention, treatment or treatment combinations for co-infected individuals as well as

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
clinical and epidemiological consequences. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focussed research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** The successful projects should increase knowledge of co-infection between two or more of the major infectious diseases (AIDS, malaria, tuberculosis and hepatitis) and contribute to better prevention, treatment and patient management. The expected impact includes optimised treatment, reduced mortality and ameliorated quality of life of patients.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

**HEALTH.2012.2.3.2-2: Co-morbidity between infectious and non-communicable diseases**. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. Increasing evidence suggests that pathologies of many infectious diseases can be strongly influenced by concurrent presence in the same individual of non-infectious diseases, or vice-versa. The objective of this topic is to support basic, translational and/or clinical research with the aim of improving basic knowledge, disease prevention, therapeutic management and prognosis of patients with both infectious and non-communicable diseases. The proposals are expected to elucidate and clarify causative links between infectious and non-communicable diseases, and may also address diagnosis, or investigator driven clinical trials on treatments of particular relevance for patients with co-morbidities. The proposals should address combination(s) of any of the three major poverty-related diseases (HIV/AIDS, malaria or tuberculosis) or any of the neglected infectious diseases with non-infectious diseases of major importance, such as, but not limited to, rheumatic or cardiovascular diseases, cancer or diabetes. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focussed research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** The successful projects will increase our knowledge of the causative links between infectious and non-communicable diseases and will contribute to better prevention, treatment and management of patients suffering from such co-morbidities. The expected impact includes optimised treatment, reduced mortality and ameliorated quality of life of patients. The selected projects need to demonstrate that collaboration between different disease areas can significantly strengthen and integrate the health systems.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

**HEALTH.2012.2.3.2-3: Prevention and treatment for HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis.** FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The supported projects should aim at developing innovative strategies for the prevention and/or treatment of poverty-related diseases (HIV/AIDS, malaria or tuberculosis). Priority will be given to projects addressing

---

36 The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP “active and healthy ageing”.
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current gaps in prevention and/or treatment and key research areas such as novel and combinatorial strategies for prevention, novel therapeutic and/or curative approaches, development of models for disease progression and host-pathogen interaction in humans. Projects may contain elements of both basic and translational research. A detailed plan for development and exploitation of the end results will be an important aspect. The intention is to provide individual members of the consortium with sufficient resources to deliver results in the short term. Therefore, applications from small consortia (typically 3-5 partners) as well as short duration (typically 1-3 years) with up to the expected EU contribution are welcome. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** SME-targeted Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Projects are expected to deliver results with a clear impact on future disease management. The projects should contribute significantly to prevention and treatment of poverty related diseases by addressing gaps and providing innovative strategies for integrating the inputs of individual research teams. Progress should be translated into improving the lives of patients with poverty related diseases, and reducing future disease incidence. In addition, where relevant, projects are expected to develop links and explore synergies with relevant ongoing EU-funded initiatives, such as the EDCTP.

**Specific feature:** SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The projects will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

**Additional eligibility criteria:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is 15% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. *This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.*

**HEALTH.2012.2.3.2-4:** Low-cost interventions for disease control in resource poor settings. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. Projects should focus on innovative ways to confront and control malaria and/or neglected infectious diseases\(^{37}\) in resource-poor settings. Projects should focus on novel applications of current tools and combining dispersed and fragmented knowledge to provide new and cost-effective solutions. Projects may address and combine knowledge from areas such as combination therapy, treatment strategies, epidemiology, access to diagnostics and drugs, operational- and implementation research, including quality control. Projects are expected to deliver low cost medical solutions that can be implemented within the project period. The involvement of partners from disease-endemic

---

\(^{37}\) Priority Neglected Infectious Diseases: Trypanosomiasis (sleeping sickness); Leishmaniasis; Chagas; Buruli ulcer; Leprosy; Trachoma; Infantile diarrhoea; Schistosomiasis (Bilharzia); Lympathic filariasis (Elephantiasis); Soil-transmitted nematodes (Ascariasis, Trichuriasis, Hookworm)

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
countries is expected, and potential links and synergies with existing multilateral initiatives could be an added value. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small-scale focussed research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** The supported projects are expected to develop low-cost interventions that can be implemented during the project period and thereby have an immediate impact on the control of malaria and/or neglected infectious diseases in resource poor countries. Where relevant, projects are expected to develop links and explore synergies with other existing multilateral initiatives.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**
The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 3 000 000

---

**2.3.3 Potentially new and re-emerging epidemics**

*Closed in 2012*

**2.3.4 Neglected infectious diseases**

*Closed in 2012*

---

**2.4 TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH IN OTHER MAJOR DISEASES**

**2.4.1 Cancer**

*Closed in 2012*

**2.4.2 Cardiovascular diseases**

*Closed in 2012*

**2.4.3 Diabetes and obesity**

For both diabetes and obesity, special attention will be given to juvenile diseases and factors operating in childhood. It is expected that the following topics will contribute not only to research breakthroughs in diabetes/obesity treatments but also in prevention and treatment of complications. Considering the reduction in life expectancy resulting from these diseases, particular attention should be given to paediatric aspects, whenever possible. As a healthy life-style is a pre-requisite for any containment of the steadily increasing costs of diabetes/obesity, projects should consider such aspects in their proposals whenever possible.
For this call for proposals, topics will focus on developing and testing innovation in the field of diabetes management, as well as on investigator-driven clinical trials addressing informed clinical management for type 1 diabetes, particularly in childhood and adolescence.

**Note:** For the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).

HEALTH.2012.2.4.3-1: Innovative approach to manage diabetes. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. Taking into account state-of-the-art innovative research and technologies, the aim of this topic is to validate, in the preclinical and/or clinical setting, the performance and applicability of therapeutic devices or biological therapies aimed at improving diabetes management. This could include for instance glucose sensors, insulin delivery systems, devices that respond on low glucose levels to release glucagon or other insulin-counteracting therapies and could build on surgical, immunological, integrated physiology, cellular and bio-artificial therapy approaches. Full attention needs to be paid to safety, bio-compatibility, interoperability and regulatory aspects as appropriate. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** SME-targeted Collaborative project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Large prospective clinical trials have established the long-term benefits of restoring blood glucose to near-normal levels in people with type 1 or type 2 diabetes and its key role in reducing microvascular and macrovascular complications. However, glycemic control remains suboptimal in many patients with diabetes, even with widespread use of self-monitoring of blood glucose, insulin pumps, and the introduction of insulin analogs. Results should lead to the development of more accurate detection, delivery and monitoring methods as well as strategies for the improved management of glycemia or contribute to solving current bottlenecks of restorative and regenerative approaches.

**Specific feature:** SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The projects will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

**Additional eligibility criteria:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is at least 30 % of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. **This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.**

HEALTH.2012.2.4.3-2: Investigator-driven clinical trials for type 1 diabetes research. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The main aim is to launch major clinical trials in type 1 diabetes patients with a particular focus on children and adolescents, who are

---

38 Please consult also the text for clinical trials provided in the introduction to activity 2. Translating research for human health in this work programme on pages 9/10
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predominantly and severely affected. These trials should be designed to improve glycaemic control and management of the disease. The results of such trials should deliver measurable improvements to clinical management. The outcomes must be relevant for patients and change clinical practice. Research to identify optimal diet and exercise protocols could be included if appropriate. Pilot studies and systematic reviews will not be funded. Applicants must demonstrate that clinical trials are appropriately powered to produce statistically significant evidence. Gender aspects and differences related to age subgroups should be appropriately considered. The clinical trials to be supported must be registered in a publicly accessible clinical trials registry. The applications must consider the relevant governance issues for clinical trials such as good clinical practice and respect of the appropriate international, European and national legislation and guidelines. Patient advocacy groups, which can contribute to the quality, feasibility and impact of clinical trials, should be involved where appropriate. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focussed research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** New types of insulin, along with improved management and monitoring technologies, have the potential to improve outcomes. However, diabetes management requires complex balancing of medication dosing, diet and exercise in order to achieve good glucose control while avoiding hypoglycemia. It is expected that these clinical trials will inform clinical management of type 1 diabetes across the lifespan.

**Specific feature:** For investigator-driven clinical trials, it is considered that the use of the definition of the typical phases of clinical trials in the context of the development of new drugs (phase I to phase III – approval – post-marketing or phase IV trials) is only of limited utility. For example, clinical trials on life-style interventions do not fit into the phase definitions. It is expected that most studies to be funded will be phase II trials, if the intervention to be tested is used outside its approved indication, or phase IV trials if the intervention is used within its marketing authorisation. In particular, it is foreseen that comparative effectiveness trials (phase IV) will be funded in several topics. If evidence warranting advanced clinical testing is already available, phase III trials can also be supported.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

**2.4.4 Rare diseases**

The focus will be on EU-wide studies of natural history, pathophysiology and on development of preventive, diagnostic and therapeutic interventions, including rare Mendelian phenotypes of common diseases. This area should help identifying and mobilising the critical mass of expertise in order (i) to shed light on the course and/or mechanisms of rare diseases, or (ii) to test diagnostic, preventive and/or therapeutic approaches, to alleviate the negative impact of the disease on the quality of life of the patients and their families, as appropriate depending on the level of knowledge concerning the specific (group of) disease(s) under study.

For this call for proposals the topics will focus on the preclinical and clinical development of orphan drugs, and on the conduction of observational trials for those rare diseases treated off-label, aiming to improve clinical practices in the management of these diseases. These efforts

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
will be complemented with coordination action activities aimed at identifying and exchanging best practices in the clinical management of rare diseases.

**Note:** Depending on the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).

**HEALTH.2012.2.4.4-1:** Preclinical and/or clinical development of substances with a clear potential as orphan drugs. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. Support will be provided to preclinical studies (pharmacological, pharmacodynamics, pharmacokinetics and toxicological) in models and/or clinical studies (including phase III clinical trials) of EU designated orphan medicinal products. Clinical studies should focus on biopharmaceutical studies (including bioavailability, bioequivalence, *in vitro-in vivo* correlation), human pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies, human efficacy and safety studies. Clinical trials must be appropriately powered to produce statistically significant evidence. Involvement of industry, in particular SMEs, is strongly recommended. Diagnostics and therapies for cancer and nervous system diseases will not be considered. The orphan medicinal product will need to be granted the EU orphan designation at the latest on the date of the call closure. It is expected that the project will have appropriate plans to engage with relevant stakeholders such as patient organisations and the European Medicines Agency. Projects funded under this topic should contribute towards the goals of the International Rare Diseases Research Consortium (IRDiRC) that include the development of 200 new therapies for rare diseases by 2020. The partners in all projects selected for funding should adhere to IRDiRC policies. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focussed research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Projects should deliver appropriate information to i) start clinical development of orphan drugs (if the project includes preclinical development) and/or ii) improve care of rare diseases patients (if the project includes clinical development). Collected data should be of sufficient quality to be further exploited in marketing authorisation requests. The projects should contribute to the International Rare Disease Research Consortium (IRDiRC) goals.

**Additional eligibility criteria:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to **industry including SME(s)** is 30% or more of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

---
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41 Web reference to IRDiRC documents, will be added at the end of June

42 To be published on the Health web site following IRDiRC meeting in Washington in April
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HEALTH.2012.2.4.4-2: Observational trials in rare diseases. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The aim is to improve clinical practice in the management of rare diseases patients, and research should include the comparison of outcome of various prevention or treatment/intervention regimens for those rare diseases for which no orphan drug is available and that are being treated off-label. Studies should include the evaluation of effectiveness and adverse events. Particular attention should be given to the definition of appropriate outcome measures. Studies on cancer, infectious diseases and nervous system diseases will not be considered. Project should include appropriate plans to engage with relevant stakeholders such as patient organisations and dissemination plans to ensure the wide and rapid uptake of developed guidelines. Child health aspects should be taken into consideration whenever appropriate. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: Collaborative Project (small-scale focussed research project)

One or more proposals can be selected.

Expected impact: Projects should lead to accepted evidence-based clinical guidelines for a better care of patients afflicted by rare disease(s) for which no dedicated treatment is currently available.

Additional eligibility criterion:

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 3 000 000

HEALTH.2012.2.4.4-3: Best practice and knowledge sharing in the clinical management of rare diseases. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. This action is dedicated to the development of a networking platform supporting the collection of standardised and validated data and the exchange of information providing evidence for best clinical management of rare diseases. It should also help identifying additional research needs to further improve clinical practice. The platform should not be restricted to particular (groups of) rare diseases and the platform sustainability after the EU financing period must be established during the project. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: Coordination and Support Action (coordinating action)

Only up to one proposal can be selected.

Expected impact: A recognised, sustainable networking platform facilitating the exchange of information, identifying and spreading best clinical practice for the management of rare diseases should be delivered.

Additional eligibility criterion:

The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 2 000 000

2.4.5 Other chronic diseases
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For this call for proposals the focus will be on non-lethal diseases and chronic conditions with a high impact on the quality of life at old age such as functional and sensory impairment and chronic inflammatory diseases. It is expected that collaborative research in this area will lead to improved diagnostics of the chronic conditions, develop tools and/or intervention strategies, which may contribute to delaying the onset of chronic diseases, their efficient treatment, and improving quality of life.

**Note:** For the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).

### HEALTH.2012.2.4.5-1: Technological approaches to combating sensory impairments[^44].

**FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-2.** Examples of possible areas to be considered: strategies aiming at prevention of damage and rejuvenation of sensory cells and systems, treatment of sensory diseases, implantable devices, cell based approaches, including stem cells, and development of artificial organs or their parts. Full attention needs to be paid to safety, bio-compatibility, interoperability and regulatory aspects as appropriate. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Projects should led to refined tools, technologies and procedures aimed at helping patients with sensory impairments to improve their quality of life by providing useful accessories or developing procedures to regeneration/rejuvenation or recreation of the affected organs or their parts.

**Specific feature:**

- Specific SME innovation initiative designed to encourage stronger SME efforts towards research and innovation.
- SMEs will need to have a leading role in the project.
- Applicants invited to present a full proposal for stage 2 are requested to submit a detailed exploitation plan clearly describing the valorisation of the technology to be developed.
- Expected project results should be of clear interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

**Additional eligibility criteria:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project should depend on the needs of the project and shall not exceed a maximum of EUR 6 000 000.

The **proposed project duration** indicated in the proposal should be up to 3 years.

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution to **SME(s)** is 50% or more of the total estimated EU contribution to the whole project. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.

[^44]: The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP "active and healthy ageing".

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
The financial viability of all partners in projects needs to fulfil the Commission requirements. This will be checked at the stage 2 evaluation.

**Number of participants**: minimum 3 up to maximum 5, established in at least three different EU Member States or Associated Countries.

**Participation is restricted** to entities established in EU Member States and Associated Countries. Any project activity must be performed by an entity in the EU Member States or Associated Countries (see also section III). SME(s) need to be 1) at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more individuals who are citizens of one of the EU Member States or Associated Countries or permanent residents in one of those countries, or 2) at least 51% owned and controlled by another business concern that is itself at least 51% owned and controlled by individuals who are citizens of, or permanent residents in those countries.

**HEALTH.2012.2.4.5-2: Biomarkers and diagnostics for chronic inflammatory diseases of the joints and/or digestive system**. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. Early diagnosis of chronic inflammatory diseases, establishment of the mechanisms of initiation, identification of genes involved and relevant gene regulation mechanisms, biomarkers (e.g. biochemical, immunologic, epigenetic) of diagnostic value, as well as identification of targets for therapeutic action of pharmaceutical agents and other treatments. **Note**: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme**: SME-targeted Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact**: Projects should deliver improved/novel methodology to enable early diagnosis of chronic inflammatory diseases, to identify genes and their regulation pathways, as well as molecular and cellular pathways involved in initiation of the diseases, which will allow for prediction of potential development of the disease in yet healthy population. A list of biomarkers indicating onset of inflammation should be established and potential strategies for therapeutic intervention developed including identification of cellular and molecular targets for treatment of the disease.

**Specific feature**: SME-targeted research is designed to encourage SME efforts towards research and innovation. Priority will be given to proposals demonstrating that research intensive SMEs play a leading role. The projects will be led by SMEs with R&D capacities but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. The expected project results should clearly be of interest and potential benefit to SME(s).

**Additional eligibility criteria:**

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that the estimated EU contribution going to SME(s) is at least 15 % of the total estimated EU contribution for the project as a

---
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whole. This will be assessed at the end of the negotiation, before signature of the grant agreement. Proposals not fulfilling this criterion will not be funded.
3. OPTIMISING THE DELIVERY OF HEALTH CARE TO EUROPEAN CITIZENS

This activity aims at improving the necessary basis both for informed policy decisions on health systems and for more effective and efficient evidence-based strategies of health promotion, disease prevention, diagnosis and therapy. The activity takes forward the principles of the EU Health Strategy: "Together for Health: A Strategic Approach for the EU 2008-2013" and aims to anticipate future priority needs. In this call topics focus on improving the organisation of health service delivery, new methodologies for health technology assessment and social innovation. Specific international cooperation actions to support the implementation of the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs), will address health systems/services research including research capacity building in terms of human resources. This activity contributes in many ways to the realisation of the Innovation Union pilot Partnership on "Active and Healthy Ageing" goals, in particular through area 3.2 by promoting targeted innovative research to enable the sustainability and efficiency of social and health care systems and services.

3.1 TRANSLATING THE RESULTS OF CLINICAL RESEARCH OUTCOME INTO CLINICAL PRACTICE INCLUDING BETTER USE OF MEDICINES, AND APPROPRIATE USE OF BEHAVIOURAL AND ORGANISATIONAL INTERVENTIONS AND NEW HEALTH THERAPIES AND TECHNOLOGIES

Closed in 2012

3.2 QUALITY, EFFICIENCY AND SOLIDARITY OF HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS INCLUDING TRANSITIONAL HEALTH SYSTEMS

In Europe’s health care landscape, service providers differ considerably in size and structure, varying from large structures, like general or specialised hospitals to small primary care units or health centres. Empirical evidence is a vital element in supporting informed policy decisions that can improve health care in European countries in particular in Member States undergoing restructuring in their health system and candidate countries. There is a clear need for a more systematic mapping of variations in health care practice, for understanding their causes and assessing their consequences for individual health improvement. These issues have been highlighted both by Member States' and the Commission for example in discussions on the draft directive on the application of patients' rights in cross-border health care and in the Commission's initiative regarding the innovation partnership pilot on active and healthy ageing.

For this call for proposals the focus will be on health service delivery, health technology assessments, reimbursement systems and social innovation in ageing research. Projects should

---


47 As highlighted by the FP7 projects HSREPP – a roadmap project on health services research (http://www.nivel.nl/oc2/page.asp?PageID=11023&path=/Startpunt/NIVEL%20international/HSREPP/Home) and FUTURAGE – a roadmap project on ageing research (http://futurage.group.shef.ac.uk) also highlighted this need.

WARNING: This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/
contribute to the implementation of both, the European Innovation Partnership principles and measures to support the application of the cross-border directive.

**Note:** For the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for **two-stage submission procedure** (see also respective call fiche in section III).

**HEALTH.2012.3.2-1: Improving the organisation of health service delivery**48. **FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1.** The objective of this topic is to benchmark best practices regarding the structure, care processes, cost containment issues, reimbursement systems and performance of health care organisations in Europe. Applicants would be expected to address the issues of the organisational, management, financial (including costs) and regulatory aspects of health systems, including where appropriate the context of cross-border settings. The expected outputs would be an enhanced performance of Member States’ health services based on proposals that address **one or more elements** given below:

- **The integration of care across organisations** and how collaboration between different health care providers can integrate primary and secondary care in pathways. Such research for example could focus on the effect of integration on patient experiences, outcomes, and efficiency; could examine the best forms of integration and under what conditions/context and for which patients groups is the integration of care suitable; and investigate the evaluation of new organisational approaches to integration.

- **Quality of cost information for patient care.** Research for example could focus on the assessment of health costing systems and practices for patient services (including the identification of best practice costing models); the analysis of the cost information quality, the impact and relevance upon decision making; the improvement of comparability of health cost data among EU countries with a view to advancing the economic efficiency of services.

- **Patient-centred care and patient involvement** and how organisations and patients, including self-help groups, can be empowered in this direction. Such research for example could focus on the evaluation of strategies, interventions, and incentives; under which conditions would new health technologies lead to more patient-centred care; investigate interventions and guideline adherence. Different health care settings should be taken into account.

- **Skill mix and management of human resources.** Such research for example could focus on the impact of changing skill mix of health professionals across Europe on quality of care and future health needs; the organisation of care processes and professional roles and competencies; the identification and comparison of successful health workforce planning strategies addressing the ageing health workforce and increasing mobility of health professionals across Europe49.

- **The transfer of knowledge into practice** using results and outcomes of relevant EU FP projects with regards to health systems and health services research50. Best practices and the factors that determine the transferability of these mechanisms51 should be considered,

---

48 The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP "Active and Healthy Ageing".

49 Proposals should take into account work carried out by FP7 projects HealthPrometheus, MohProf & RN4CAST (http://ec.europa.eu/research/health/public-health/index_en.html)

50 See relevant FP7 projects (reference booklet public health research web pages)

51 See relevant FP7 projects such as BRIDGE, FIRE & SURE (reference public health project booklet)

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
applying relevant tools and brokerage skills, to ensure that research findings and results are indeed applicable and used for a better organisation of health service delivery in Europe.

Proposals that include participation from Member States engaged in reforming their health systems and candidate countries will be considered. Projects should generally be of 4 years' duration; however a proposal addressing the issue of knowledge into practice should span 5 years. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small-scale focused research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** This research should contribute to the scientific evidence base that supports Member States to better organise their health systems within the relevant policy context. Projects should address the varieties in health care practice across Europe's health care landscape including critically an understanding of the relationship between organisations and how patients move through them. Projects should advance the state of the art in the field of health services research, stimulate social innovation and enhance cooperation between researchers in Europe and other regions to promote integration and excellence of European research and social innovation in this field.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 3 000 000

**HEALTH.2012.3.2-2: New methodologies for health technology assessment**

**FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1.** Health Technology Assessment (HTA) is intended to provide a bridge between the world of research and the world of decision-making by providing relevant information about the medical, social, economic, legal and ethical issues related to the use of health technology. This should be achieved in a systematic, transparent, unbiased and robust manner, also highlighted by the European network for Health Technology Assessment. Research under this call should develop new and/or improved methodologies for HTA that address the present challenges affecting the current methodological framework regarding complexity, efficacy and effectiveness. Proposals should address one or more elements of the following areas:

- HTA methodologies should be broadened to expand further the spectrum and complexity of technologies assessed. For example complex interventions consisting of a wide spectrum of technologies and multidisciplinary delivery modes should be addressed, such as personalised medicines, public health interventions, organisational interventions and information and communication technologies related to health. Other challenges to be addressed could include the need for the continuous assessment of health technologies throughout their life cycles, the integration of social, organisational, ethical and legal aspects, assessment of relative effectiveness and to evaluate their implementation into health service provision.

---

52 The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP "Active and Healthy Ageing".

53 EUnetHTA JA is a joint action funded under the EC's 2nd Community Programme of public health in response to the 2009 call - http://www.eunethta.net/Public/Home/.

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
• Research for example could address the real need to complement those efforts already undertaken by the Member States' network of HTA organisations (EUnetHTA JA) as regards the development of HTA methodologies to assess, for example, the efficacy and effectiveness of technologies. The applicability of these technologies into broader clinical contexts requires a better understanding of their use. In addition, there is a need to strengthen HTAs so that they may be used in very specific and particular circumstances, such as in hospital settings - mini-HTAs, where very local contextual organisational considerations have to be taken into account. Non-exhaustive examples would include: advanced therapies\(^{54}\), diagnostics, medical devices, personalised medicines, transfusion and transplantation, health-related information and communication technologies.

Collaboration between the selected projects should be foreseen in the proposals in view of exchanging information and promoting the development of best practice. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Collaborative Project (small-scale focused research project)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** This research should improve the scope, validity and applicability of HTA as a tool to determine the potential impact of innovative technologies on individual and population health gains. It should complement work undertaken by the European Network for Health Technology Assessment and broaden the HTA methodological framework to develop it into a truly meaningful tool that provides structured, evidence-based input into health policies that are patient-focused and promoting good quality care, equity in access and best value for money\(^{55}\).

**Additional eligibility criterion:**

The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 3 000 000

**HEALTH.2012.3.2-3: Social innovation for active and healthy ageing. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1.** This topic as a whole contributes to the European Innovation Partnership (EIP) pilot initiative on “Active and Healthy Ageing”\(^{56}\). Social innovation\(^{57}\) for active and healthy ageing should aim to develop innovative approaches to promote better quality of life and improved well-being for the elderly. Proposals should develop new ideas (products, services and/or models) that simultaneously meet social needs and create new social relationships. Such research, with a holistic approach to well-being and with open participation of a variety of stakeholders, should take into account the broad spectrum of social, economic and health needs of Europe's elderly citizens, and contribute to implement


\(^{55}\) FP7 HSREPP project – a roadmap project on health services research:

\(^{56}\) This includes the creation of opportunities i) to speed up, scale up and ensure access to innovative products and services to meet the needs of elderly people so they can live longer and healthier and participate actively in the labour market and in society, ii) to overcome barriers to innovation for active and health ageing, whilst iii) increasing sustainability and efficiency of health care systems http://ec.europa.eu/research/innovation-union/index_en.cfm?section=active-healthy-ageing

\(^{57}\) http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/innovation/policy/social-innovation/index_en.htm

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/
the factors enabling an improved quality of life of older people. Relevant stakeholders at the appropriate level(s) (e.g. local, regional) are expected to define how the new ideas developed in the framework of the project can be implemented.

Non-exhaustive examples would include: innovative products and services aimed at promoting healthy lifestyle, nutrition and/or healthy environment, disease prevention, supporting independent and active older citizens; or reform of the health care system and services to adequately meet the needs of independent living of an ageing population.

Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: Collaborative Project (small-scale focused research project)

One or more proposals can be selected.

Expected impact: Innovation needs to be reflected not only in research, science and business but also in all areas of society including the health sector in order to make life better for European citizens. Social innovation in the public sector, the private and non-for-profit sectors must be harnessed to improve the quality of life of older citizens and society as a whole. The projects are expected to develop a new paradigm in this area based on the principles underlying the Innovation Union and subsequent reflections emerging from the EIP pilot initiative on "Active and Healthy Ageing".

Additional eligibility criterion:
The requested EU contribution per project shall not exceed EUR 3 000 000

3.3 HEALTH PROMOTION AND PREVENTION

Closed in 2012

3.4 INTERNATIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH & HEALTH SYSTEMS

The specific cooperation actions in this area focus on the priorities agreed through bi-regional dialogues in third countries/regions and international fora, as well as within the context of Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). It has been long recognised at the global level that research is needed to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of health systems in many low and middle income countries. For this call for proposals the focus will be on health systems/services research while at the same time strengthening research capacity building in terms of human resources.

Note: For the topic described below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).

58 1st Global Symposium on Health Systems Research, Montreux November 2010 http://www.hsr.symposium.org/ & relevant public health web pages
HEALTH.2012.3.4-1: Research on health systems and services in low- and middle-income countries. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The weakness of health systems is an obstacle to effective health care in many low-and middle-income countries. Projects should allow national and regional decision makers to better translate knowledge, empirical data and operational experience into policies and planning for more effective, efficient and equitable health systems and services. Research should combine inter- and intra-country comparisons, quantitative and qualitative approaches with experience about best practices with a view to increase and sustain universal health coverage. Research could also develop plans for improved management of the health workforce in low-resource settings such as rural areas and urban slums. Collaboration between selected projects as well as with relevant ongoing EU funded projects is welcome in order to develop synergies and increase impact. Proposals should allocate at least one third of the requested EU contribution to capacity building on the basis of a thorough assessment of local training needs in collaboration with key stakeholders. Particular attention should be given to the next generation of researchers and health care professionals. Measures to strengthen the scientific capacity for health systems/health policy research through South-South cooperation could also be included. A single geographical ICPC region or sub-region can be addressed. Projects should generally be 5 years in duration. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Specific International Cooperation Action (SICA), Collaborative Project (small or medium-scale focused research project) target regions: All international cooperation countries (ICPC)\(^{59}\).

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** This research should empower national or regional decision-makers in low- and middle-income countries in the planning, management and organisation of health systems through the contribution of a robust evidence base building on best practice knowledge transfer mechanisms, to support the theory and practice of strengthening health systems. With reference to the health workforce, research could contribute to the development of innovative, effective and sustainable policies that motivate health workers to remain in their workplaces, support education and training for health workers, strengthen governance capacities, and subsequently improve overall access and quality of health care. Projects are expected to promote capacity building as a key to creating a sustainable and attractive research landscape for health systems/services research in the target countries.

**Additional eligibility criteria:**

The **requested EU contribution** per project shall not exceed EUR 6 000 000

Projects will only be selected for funding on the condition that **consortia** include a minimum of 6 different ICPC partners and a minimum of 2 EU/AC partners from different countries.

---


**WARNING:** *This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/](http://cordis.europa.eu/)*
4. OTHER ACTIONS ACROSS THE HEALTH THEME

The objective of these actions is to contribute to the implementation of the Framework programmes and the preparation of future European Union (Community) research and technological development policy. The focus of this area in this work programme will be on the dissemination and exploitation of results and on assessing future needs.

4.1 COORDINATION AND SUPPORT ACTIONS ACROSS THE THEME

The objective of these actions is to contribute to the implementation of the Framework programme and the preparation of future European Union innovation, research and technological development policy.

For this call for proposals the focus of this area will be on technology transfer and dissemination of results.

Note: For the topics listed below, applicants will have to follow the rules for two-stage submission procedure (see also respective call fiche in section III).

HEALTH.2012.4.1-1: Network to encourage knowledge transfer activity in FP-funded health research (especially in academic and governmental organisations). FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. The objective of this three years coordination action is to further strengthen knowledge transfer offices in universities, public research organisations, hospitals and to promote industry-academia trans-national collaboration, with focus on the health sectors and its specificities, promoting the exploitation of innovative ideas, promoting contacts with investors and their associations. It will have to cover as many as possible of the following objectives: 1) It will create platforms for shared learning and networking for scientists, hospitals, program managers and policy makers in a continuous manner. 2) It will establish a mechanism for identifying and promoting good knowledge management and knowledge transfer practices in the EU Member States and Associated Countries, providing evidence on best practice on the transfer of knowledge, including standardisation. 3) It will give visibility to the best achievements at the European level, including impact of legislation and tax incentives on technology transfer and innovative SMEs. 4) It will create an on-line repository of best practices for further reference and actively promote them. 5) It will promote interaction between the universities, industry, investors and the individual researchers with the organisation of workshops, partnering events and staff exchanges. 6) The consortium shall coordinate the tasks related to the organisation of national activities. 7) It will have to organise one conference during the project lifetime. It shall clearly promote collaboration and exchanges with Industry (SMEs in particular) and SME associations. It shall complement and not overlap with organisations like Enterprise Europe Network or existing technology transfer associations, working in synergy with them and with other EU funded supports. The proposal shall provide a detailed action plan with quantitative and measurable objectives. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: Coordination and Support Action (coordinating action)

Only up to one proposal can be selected.

WARNING: This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/
Expected impact: The network activity should promote exploitation of innovative ideas, promoting knowledge transfer between business and academia, addressing European fragmentation through trans-national activities. It should promote interaction among all relevant actors, involving stakeholders, fostering synergies and enhancing the capacity for knowledge transfer with the ultimate objective of valorisation of EU funded research results, in view of the commitments presented in the Innovation Union communication. It should promote best practice and success stories in Member States and Associated Countries.

Additional eligibility criterion:
The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 2 000 000

HEALTH.2012.4.1-2: Training actions linked to intellectual property rights management and knowledge transfer. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. This three years coordination action shall address in particular participants in EU funded projects in health. The programme shall involved experienced practitioners with consolidated experience in the life-science sector and its specificities, who shall provide concrete case studies (on the MBA model) to be discussed and analysed by participants and, as appropriate, provide coaching and advise on specific situations, whenever appropriate will provide evidence on best practice on the transfer of knowledge, including standardisation. Hands-on training should be given in innovation management and economic exploitation of research results in health/life sciences including (i) intellectual property rights and asset management (ii) preparation of viable business/exploitation plans (iii) launching successful new companies, (iv) ad-hoc knowledge transfer for academia. The proposed action should strive to include most of the EU Member States and Associated Countries. It shall complement activities provided by organisations like Enterprise Europe Network or Fit for Health and National Contact Point activities, working in synergy with them and with other EU funded supports. Applications shall provide a detailed action plan with quantitative and measurable objectives. Note: Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

Funding scheme: Coordination and Support Action (coordinating action)

Only up to one proposal can be selected.

Expected impact: This initiative is targeting in particular participants of EU funded projects in health, where a large percent are academics, with a programme tailored for the Healthcare sector and its specificities. It is promoting innovation in healthcare and supporting the Innovation Union Flagship Initiative, it should help researchers to lean towards inter-disciplinarity, entrepreneurship and stronger business partnerships. It should contribute creating an innovation culture in all Member States.

Additional eligibility criterion:
The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 2 000 000

HEALTH.2012.4.1-3: Support for Presidency events: Organisation of supporting actions and events related to the Presidency of the European Union. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. An integral part of the Health theme's activity is to organise, together with successive EU presidencies, events of a strategic nature. The proposed Support Action(s) should contribute to conferences or other appropriate events to be held in a Member State which will hold a forthcoming Presidency of the European Union, specifically 2012 and 2013.
Presidencies, in any area of the Health Theme. In order to ensure high political and strategic relevance, the active involvement of the relevant national authority(ies) will be evaluated under criteria 'quality' and 'impact'. The proposed Support Action(s) should address topics that are of high relevance at the date of its taking place. An appropriate equilibrium should be present in the proposed action(s), with balanced presentation of various research, societal and industrial elements and points of view. Participation of non-EU stakeholders is possible. Outreach activities may be included such as e.g. a press programme and/or an event dedicated to raising awareness on a specific topic in schools. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Coordination and Support Action (supporting action)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** (i) Review of research, industrial and/or societal developments linked to the areas of the Health Theme on specific programme level as appropriate; (ii) sharing of information and comparison of points of view; (iii) support to the activity of various stakeholders: ethicists, researchers, industrialists, investors, museums and/or schools.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**
The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 100 000

**HEALTH.2012.4.1-4: Communicating the benefits of European research to the general public. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1.** The objective is to support coordination actions that communicate the effects of health related scientific research to the general public. Actions would include information on the positive effects of Europe-wide collaborative research and technology development, and the benefits of cross cultural collaborations (industry-academia). Proposals should include media professionals (filmmakers, journalists) and scientists from academic organisations and industry, and possibly information distributors. Efforts should be made to ensure the multilingual potential of the project results and may be aimed at the European public in general or a specific group. Projects should be led by SMEs with proven capacities in creating high quality public productions, but the coordinator does not need to be an SME. It is expected that a team of professionals from both media and science will participate in the project. Examples of activities could include the production of a film or series of films portraying the impact of European science and research on one or more specific health issues or diseases, focused newsletters etc. Use of internet to communicate the production is encouraged. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

**Funding scheme:** Coordination and Support Action (coordinating action)

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** These actions should target to improve the visibility of EU-funded health research not only towards scientific community but also for the larger public. Successful projects should result in a tangible production, activity, event or product aimed at a high impact promotion of European science to the general public.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**
The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 1 000 000

---

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
HEALTH.2012.4.1-5: Preparing the future for health research and innovation. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. Proposals for coordination actions are sought in important and/or emerging areas of health research, where there is a need to step up coordination efforts between European key players. Different actors from academia, industry, national programmes and other relevant organisations, should come together to develop a strategy plan for the further development of the targeted health research area with high impact on competitiveness, healthcare systems and benefit for European citizens' health. For all proposed activities European added value must clearly be discernible. Under this topic activities will be supported with the aim of assessing profoundly the research and/or innovation resources, gaps and needs of the thematic target area, and to evaluate its potential as a focal area for a future innovative partnership. Expert advice may be sought, and industry interest may be probed, such that in case of positive outcomes detailed roadmaps may be developed. Existing activities, such as project(s) shall attempt bringing together existing SRA or roadmap-oriented activities, must be taken into account and – where relevant - coordination with these shall allow for synergies and exclude competition or duplication. In addition, the proposal should demonstrate how it intends to ensure maximum transparency and openness to all relevant stakeholders. Where health issues are at stake that go beyond the confines of Europe, consideration may be given to integration of European coordination efforts with pertinent other international initiatives such that Europe may play an active and leading role in the respective thematic area of health research. Relevant target institutions and channels for diffusion of the deliverables (reports, recommendations, roadmaps, etc.) have to be clearly identified. The timeframe considered for implementation should also be duly justified.

**Funding scheme:** Coordination and Support Action (supporting action).

**One or more proposals can be selected.**

**Expected impact:** Projects should contribute to preparing strong partnerships in key areas of health research, where important societal and/or economic return is expected. Where health issues go beyond Europe, projects may be used to coordinate the European participation in pertinent international activities.

**Additional eligibility criterion:**

The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 500 000

HEALTH.2012.4.1-6: Setting health-related development goals beyond 2015. FP7-HEALTH-2012-INNOVATION-1. This action should provide the follow-up of the current Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) and propose options for a set of new, health-related development goals for the period beyond 2015. The new development goals should capture the core health challenges of the current ones, but propose a better balance between horizontal and vertical approaches to healthcare. They should also pave the way towards an improved system for global health innovation, including aspects such as capacity building and technology transfer through partnership between private and public stakeholders from developing countries, emerging economies and industrialised countries. The proposed goals should be measurable, achievable and sustainable, and should consider the constraints of developing countries for improving health outcomes themselves. **Note:** Limits on the EU financial contribution apply. These are implemented strictly as formal eligibility criteria.

---

60 The topic is open for proposals in all relevant research areas covered by the topic description; however some proposals, depending on their scientific content may contribute to the EIP "active and healthy ageing".

**WARNING:** This is a working document, which can change until its publication. Applicants must refer only to the final published document. Please consult the following web page for updates: [http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/](http://cordis.europa.eu/fp7/health/)
Funding scheme: Coordination and Support Action (coordinating action).

Only up to one proposal can be selected.

Expected impact: This action should ensure that the health-related development objectives for the period after 2015 are based on the best scientific evidence available and address the main shortcomings of the current MDGs. Effective engagement in the global process for setting new development goals is expected, and the consortium should therefore ensure broad geographic and multidisciplinary coverage.

Additional eligibility criteria:
The requested EU contribution per action shall not exceed EUR 2 000 000

4.2 RESPONDING TO EU POLICY NEEDS

Closed in 2012

In the health work programme for 2012 most topics (28 out of 38) are related to various policy needs, especially for innovation, health and developing countries. As these topics are of specific nature, they are better placed in their area in order to be recognised by stakeholders. Consequently, the area of “responding to policy needs” is closed this year.

---------------------------